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BYD “430” Double Glass Module 

-No UV Cut off 

-PID Free 

-Stable Encapsulating Material 

-Easier Installation 

-1500 V System Voltage 
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总结： 

 

BackBlock 

What is BYD “430”? > 
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Three junction boxes 

-Decrease the length of cable and busbar.  

-Increase power output 

 PPO Frame 

-Increase safety against 

impacting. No grounding 

 Backblock  

- cost down and easier installation 

method 

PIB rubber edge sealant  

- Low WVTR, prevent invasion of water 

Silicone 

-UV Stable, durable, Lower degradation.  

-Soft and very elastic, Protect cells against 

cracking 

 DPG backsheet 

-Use tempered glass 

with white coating 

instead of organic 

backsheet 
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The gray curve is the light intensity (right Y axis) VS wavelength.  

The red curve is the light transmittance (left Y axis) of EVA VS wavelength. 

The blue curve is the light transmittance of silicone VS wavelength. 

The green curve is the light transmittance of glass VS wavelength.  

UV light is absorbed by absorbers in EVA (the blue area), but can reach cells in 

silicone modules and convert to electricity (around 1% more. )  

Silicone- Higher light transmittance  > 
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Silicon> 

 

Less than 5% power degradation over 8000h 

damp-heat test 

 

Extremely stable over time! 

EVA> 

 

Degrades 5% when kept 3000h. Then 

degrades extremely fast.  

Silicone- Extremely stable against damp and heat> 
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Glass backsheet—Toughened glass with white 

coating instead of organic back sheet. 

◆ Durable to salt, acid, alkali; 

◆ Resistant to Scratch; 

◆ UV Stable; 

◆ Air Proof– together with PIB rubber, nearly no water  or 

gas can enter the module; 

◆ High Breakdown Voltage - Glass (80kV/mm~120kV/mm，
Thickness≥2mm) VS TPT (45kV/mm，Thickness 0.38mm); 

Higher System Voltage (1500V)  

◆ Transparent– Infrared light pass through the module. 

Temperature can be lower. 

◆ Reflective coating at the site of cell gap– Decrease the 

power loss of double glass module. Low cost and UV stable. 

Mechanism of coating glass backsheet 

Glass Backsheet> 
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Materials EVA TPT PIB 

WVTR(mg/m2/day) ~34000 3000 0.17 

WVTR of different materials 

PIB Rubber – Water Vapor Transmission 200,000 

times lower than EVA and 20,000 times lower than 

TPT. Effectively prevent  water invasion.  

PIB Rubber 

High Volume electricity resistance. 10 times 

higher than silicon. Better insulation property. 

Extra Protection 

Volume electricity resistance 

Materials  Silicone EVA  PIB  

Volume Resistance(Ω·CM)  1.00E+15 1.00E+14 1.00E+16 

 PIB Rubber in the edge> 
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Shorter cable and busbar- Lower 

Electricity Resistance 

Three Junction Boxes with 

one diodes in each box. 

Faster heat dispersion 

 

PPO Frame 

Larger Junction Box allow to  increase system 
voltage (up to 1500V) 

Beautiful appearance No need of grounding Protect against  impacting 

PPO Frame and Three Junction Boxes > 
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Four stainless steel backblock with nut mounted in 

the center is stick to the back side of the module by 

high strength high adhesive silicon. 

Easier installation design 

The sticking silicon is widely used in buildings. 

 More than 40 years real using life.   

SH&G Building in Detroit, USA 

1st  4 sided SSG project since 1971. The 

edge sealant is Dow Corning silicon.  

Innovative Installation Design-Backblock> 
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72cell Module 

Test Result for Mechanical Load> 
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Temperature 85℃, Humidity 85%, Aluminum foil cover the front side  

The standard PID test is keeping modules in 85%/85℃ for 96 h under -1000V. And the allowed power loss is 5%.  

After 192 h PID test, power loss of our module is only 0.58%.  

After another 96h 1500V PID test, power loss of our module is less than 0.91%.   

The result exhibits great anti-PID performances of our modules. We may call our module totally PID free.  

  Hours Pmax[W] Loss Percent 

1000V 

0 247.03   

48 245.98 0.43% 

96 246.31 0.29% 

144 244.83 0.89% 

192 245.61 0.58% 

1500V 
48 244.78 0.91% 

96 245.28 0.71% 

Test Result for PID Test> 
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Original EL Photo 48h 1000V PID test 144h 1000V PID test 

192h 1000V  PID test Another 48h 1500V PID test  Another 96h 1500V PID test 

No degradation is found in EL photos 

Test Result for PID Test> 
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50mm ice ball 

After 

test 

After 

test 

Diameter D/mm Velocity V/m·S-1 

30 25 
50 35 

100 45 

Speed of Hail with different diameter 

50mm Hail with 35m/s speed punched on conventional and 

double glass module. Conventional module broken 

seriously, but double glass module is still  perfect.  

Test Result for Hail test> 
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◆ Ground PV Plant 

◆ Roof 

◆ Building 

◆  Sea Island—No metal exposed to the atmosphere except for stainless steel backblock. 

◆ Desert– Glass backsheet resist to sand scratch 

◆ 1500V System Voltage PV Plant 

◆ Solar Green house 

◆ Any harsh environment that is not suitable for conventional module  

Application Areas: 
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0.3% yearly degradation of Silicon VS 0.7% yearly degradation of EVA. 

2.25GWh more power generated in 25 years compared with EVA module (1MW PV plant Estimated).  For 

the extra 5 years, silicon module still generate more than 1.4 GWh electricity per year.  

There will be 9.4 GWh more electricity generated than EVA  module in total.  The return of investment of 

silicon module is much higher than EVA module.  

ROI 10% 

increase 

More electricity generated-Higher ROI! 
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Thank you! 


